
#3  THE DREAM AND A SPOKEN WORD..... 
 
 I am standing in the daylight when two persons approach me, dressed in the attire of men of 
biblical times.  As they come near, one of them extends his hand and clasps mine.  He speaks to me these 
words, “You will pioneer.”  I am aware these two persons are angelic beings. 
 As I pondered this dream, I understood that the two angels symbolize witness.  In the Scriptures 
God often confirms His truths through the witness of two or three.  In later dreams in which I see angels, 
they are usually dressed in white.  In this dream, however, I was made aware that the words they were 
speaking were more important, and that I was not to have carnal curiosity as to their appearance.  Thus 
most of their faces were covered except for their mouths. 
 Now concerning angels, God often uses them throughout the Word for His various purposes.  In 
the Bible we mainly find them performing three types of missions: delivering messages from God, 
encouraging or strengthening those in hard-pressed situations (liberating if necessary), and carrying out 
the judgments of God on nations and individuals.  They appear only to perform their given functions and 
not to engage in casual and familiar conversations (as some falsely teach).  Angels are higher beings 
than humans and perfectly carry out their appointed tasks as God instructs.  Their spiritual counterparts 
are known as demons or devils. 
 Now the word “pioneer” means to open up a new way or to go ahead preparing the way for 
others in their endeavors.  Pioneers are forerunners such as John the Baptist and the apostles years later.  
The Lord then revealed to me that I would pioneer in the receiving of many dreams which I would share 
with others.  Because much of my ministry is in intercessory prayer, I believe God speaks frequently to 
me through dreams so that I can pray with clearer insight and direction. 
 Before the final age ends we are told that God will pour out His Spirit, and men shall dream 
dreams and see visions (read Joel 2:28-32).  When God begins a new work or starts another phase of His 
plans He usually sends forerunners to prepare the people.  Whether it be revival, restoration or judgment, 
He likes His people informed.  In these last days He will begin to prepare His church for the events that 
will come upon this world.  With the pouring out of His Spirit will come an abundance of fresh 
revelation to stir up believers and equip them for battle and victory.  This ministry of intercession and 
prophetic insight is just one of many ministries He is raising up to build His kingdom now. 
 
 
 
  




